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INTRODUCTION. 1. He who would portray the future of
international law must first of all be exact in his attitude
towards its past and present. International law as the law of
the international community of states, such as is the present-
day conception of it, is of comparatively modern origin.
Science dutifully traces it back to Hugo Grotius as its father. In
his immortal work on the Law of War and of Peace he, with
masterly touch, focalizes (as it were) all the tendencies which
asserted themselves during the latter half of the middle ages
into a law between independent states, in such sort that all
subsequent development goes back to him. Undoubtedly the
roots of this law reach back into the remotest past of
civilization, for independent states, nay, independent tribes too,
cannot have more or less frequent dealings with each other
without developing definite forms therefor. And so the
immunity which must everywhere be conceded to
ambassadors and heralds will probably be the oldest root of
international law. 2. But...
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